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I study the earnings structure and the equilibrium assignment of work-
ers when workers exert intrafirm spillovers on each other. I allow for
arbitrary spillovers provided that output depends on some aggregate
index of workers’ skill. Despite the possibility of increasing returns to
skills, equilibrium typically exists. I show that equilibrium will typically
be segregated and that the skill space can be partitioned into a set of
segments and any firm hires from only one segment. Next, I apply
the model to analyze the effect of information technology on seg-
mentation and the distribution of income. There are two types of
human capital, productivity and creativity, that is, the ability to produce
ideas that may be duplicated over a network. Under plausible as-
sumptions, inequality rises and then falls when network size increases,
and the poorest workers cannot lose. I also analyze the impact of an
improvement in worker quality and of an increased international mo-
bility of ideas.

I. Introduction

Over the last 10 years there has been a renewed interest in problems
associated with the distribution of income. This interest has been mo-
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tivated by the upward trend in inequality that has taken place in the
United States and other countries since the early 1970s and has led to
a spurt of empirical and theoretical research.1 This research has studied
the role of such diverse factors as the role of international trade, com-
puters, educational achievements, and stratification in firms and
neighborhoods.

The present paper is a theoretical contribution to that literature,
which was originally motivated by an attempt to understand the effect
of information technology on the distribution of income. It is mainly
concerned with how technology and stratification interact with each
other in determining the distribution of income. I study the earnings
structure and the equilibrium assignment of workers to firms in a model
in which workers exert intrafirm spillovers on each other. I allow for
such spillovers to be somewhat arbitrary, provided that the number of
workers within firms is fixed—an assumption that can be relaxed to
some extent—and output is a function of some aggregate index of all
the workers’ skills in the firm. Because of the spillover there are non-
constant marginal returns to skills, and I allow returns to be either
increasing or decreasing. Despite the possibility of increasing returns
to skills, equilibrium typically exists because the fixed number of workers
within each firm prevents them from increasing profits by simply rep-
licating themselves.

I show that equilibrium will typically be segregated, in the sense that
the skill space can be partitioned into a set of segments and any firm
hires from only one segment. The number of segments depends on the
shape of the curve relating total output to aggregate skills, with convex
portions acting as a force toward segregation and concave ones as a
force toward unification. The wage schedule is always convex in skills,
regardless of the shape of spillovers, implying that market forces, by
allocating people of similar skills into the same firms, magnify differ-
ences in skills and tend to skew the distribution of income to the right.
Wages can be interpreted as the difference between the worker’s mar-
ginal product and a shadow cost of bodies that captures the spillover
exerted by the worker on other workers within the firm. This cost is
positive if there are increasing returns so that firms are willing to pay
a negative wage for some categories of workers.

Next, I develop an application of the model that yields some insights
into how information technology affects the distribution of income.
There are two extreme ways in which one can think about that problem.
At one extreme is the standard view, which ignores job characteristics

1 See Bound and Johnson (1992), Katz and Murphy (1992), Levy and Murnane (1992),
and Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce (1993). Some of the theoretical literature on segmentation
and inequality that this burst of empirical research has motivated is referred to later.
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and treats each labor type as homogeneous and divisible. According to
that view, computers are substitutes for unskilled workers, so that their
introduction is quite similar to a rise in the supply of unskilled workers
or trade with a country abundantly endowed in that factor.2 At the other
extreme there is the “superstar,” or “winner-takes-all,” view, according
to which information technology allows the best people to spread their
talent over an ever larger share of the market, at the expense of less
able workers who may find themselves displaced into low-paying jobs,
despite being only marginally less talented. This trend toward a society
in which all the rewards go to the best has been analyzed in the book
by Frank and Cook (1995), who provide numerous examples from
sports, performing arts, and top executives. The question, however, is
whether such effects are pervasive throughout the labor market or lim-
ited to football players and divas. Rosen (1996), in his review of the
book, argues that these phenomena are confined to those segments of
the market in which a product can be duplicated at no cost (the media)
or being the best is the essence of the product (sports competition).

The model I develop takes an intermediate view. I think of wages as
the return to two types of human capital. One is productivity, that is,
how many units of output one can produce; the other is “creativity,”
that is, the ability to produce ideas that may be duplicated over a segment
of the economy, what I call a “network.” In my model, such ideas increase
the output of all other workers in the same network; this is the nature
of the spillover. I assume that firms and networks coincide, so that the
beneficial effect of ideas will increase profitability and, through com-
petition, eventually increase wages for the most creative workers.3 There
is a winner-takes-all dimension to creativity because only the best idea
is applied. I model progress in information technology as an increase
in the size of the network over which ideas can be spread. It is therefore
a force that increases the return to the most creative workers. But,
contrary to what happens in, for example, sports, best performers are
complementary to other workers since a good idea increases the pro-
ductivity of all participants in the network. This is a force that mitigates
the inegalitarian effects of information technology. Furthermore, as net-
works get larger, the most creative workers end up competing with each
other in the same networks, which reduces the return to creativity.

Under plausible assumptions, I show that inequality rises and then

2 See Krueger (1993) and DiNardo and Pischke (1997) for the empirical aspect of that
debate.

3 Thus I abstract from the problems of imperfect appropriability of intellectual contri-
butions, as emphasized by the literature on endogenous growth (see Lucas 1988; Romer
1990; Grossman and Helpman 1991; Aghion and Howitt 1998). A Coasian argument would
lead to the conclusion that the boundaries of the firms will endogenously adjust so as to
internalize the externality; therefore, in equilibrium, firms will coincide with networks.
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falls when network size increases. My conclusions are therefore far less
pessimistic regarding the impact of information technology on ine-
quality than the extreme superstar approach. I also show that the poorest
workers cannot lose from an improvement in information technology
and analyze the impact of an improvement in worker quality on income
distribution and worker segmentation.

The present paper is related to several strands of literature. One is
the literature on job assignment, whose central claim is that an earnings
function that relates wages to worker characteristics is insufficient for
predictive purposes because it ignores the assignment of workers to jobs
(see Sattinger [1993] for a survey). That is, while the standard neo-
classical theory of labor demand relates output to homogeneous labor
inputs, the assignment approach explicitly recognizes, as this paper does,
that both jobs and workers matter. In my approach, the distribution of
income depends not only on the distribution of skills but also on the
way in which workers are endogenously grouped together in the labor
market; a change in the underlying distribution of skills will also affect
the way workers are grouped. However, most of the assignment literature
assumes that workers are assigned to occupations or jobs whose differ-
ences are specified exogenously, whereas in my case, jobs are symmet-
rical ex ante but end up being different because one’s productivity
depends on one’s colleagues’ skills, which differ across firms in
equilibrium.

A related line of research has also pointed out that worker charac-
teristics cannot be aggregated into homogeneous factor inputs because
they are embodied in workers (see Mandelbrot 1962; Rosen 1983; Heck-
man and Scheinkman 1987). A similar property arises in my model,
where an increase in a firm’s aggregate skill can be obtained only by
hiring a different mix of worker types.

Another literature is the one about “clubs,” ghettoes, and segregation,
whose archetypal example is Becker’s (1973) theory of marriage. Seg-
regation arises when complementarities are prominent, so that people
want to end up in the same club or firm as the “best” ones. This is often
the case in problems of local public finance or peer group effects (as
in Bénabou [1993, 1996], Fernandez and Rogerson [1996], Epple and
Romano [1998], or Rioux [1999]). As in that literature, strong spillovers
(which in this case show up in the form of convexity rather than com-
plementarity) lead to segregation. The present paper, however, is more
concerned with the determination of earnings and establishes general
results regardless of the shape of the spillover.

Finally, the present paper is also related to the literature on superstars,
following Rosen (1981), who, in a seminal paper, established that the
large income for superstars results from their ability to cover a larger
market. The present paper differs from Rosen’s superstars model in that
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spillovers play a key role in determining the distribution of income,
whereas in Rosen’s paper the key mechanism came from the ability of
talented individuals to cover a larger market, much in the fashion in
which, under imperfect competition, firms with lower costs have more
customers.4 Kremer’s (1993) O-ring production function has more in
common with the present paper. In both papers, firms consist of a fixed
number of workers,5 and workers exert spillovers over each other. Here,
however, I allow for a much more general pattern of spillovers. Both
the O-ring production function and the ideas/networks application that
I develop are special cases of that general analysis. In fact, in my case
it is the best workers who exert positive spillovers, whereas in Kremer’s
model it is the worst performer who exerts negative spillovers.6

Despite the generality of my results, there is one aspect of that lit-
erature that is not captured by my model, namely, the hierarchical one.
Many authors, such as Calvo and Wellisz (1979), Rosen (1982), or, more
recently, Garicano (1998), have developed models that predict that
more talented people are more likely to be “above” in hierarchies and
that span of control is increasing with talent. This is clearly not captured
in my model, where tasks are modeled as symmetrical; as I briefly argue,
to capture these aspects would require a production function in which,
in addition to the mean, higher moments of the intrafirm distribution
of skills would enter.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, I establish my basic
general results regarding existence and efficiency of equilibrium, as well
as the pattern of segregation and the shape of the wage distribution.
In Section III, I show how this framework can be applied to ideas and
information technology. In Section IV, I perform comparative statics
exercises, looking at the impact on the distribution of income and the
pattern of segregation of an increase in average worker quality and
improvement in information technology, which I model as an increase
in network size. These exercises are motivated by the above-mentioned
debate on the rise of inequality. Section V briefly discusses potential
extensions of the model, and Section VI contains concluding comments.

4 Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1991) have applied Rosen’s ideas to understand the
interaction between economic growth and the allocation of talent across different activities.
This is a very different route from the one pursued here, although the two kinds of
considerations could be merged.

5 Or, more fundamentally, the number of workers enters the production function sep-
arately from the aggregate labor input.

6 Furthermore, the correlation between productivity and creativity plays a key role, in
my model, in shaping the structure of returns to scale; skill has only one dimension in
the O-ring case.
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II. A Model of the Labor Market under Intrafirm Spillovers

A. Basic Setup and Definition of Equilibrium

Let us consider an economy populated by a continuum of workers who
differ by their skill level y, which is distributed over the interval I p

with a measure m, which has full support. The total mass of[y , y ]0 1

workers is normalized to one. Firms freely enter the market and consist
of a mass s of workers. Therefore, there will be a mass of firms in1/s
equilibrium.7

A firm’s total output is given by where is the average skill levela(y), y
of its workers. Therefore, I assume that skills can be defined in such a
way that the firm’s output depends only on the aggregate skill level
within the firm.8

In the absence of spillovers, the firm’s output is simply the sum of
the contributions of each individual worker, which does not depend on
his colleagues’ characteristics. Consequently, by redefining the skill level
as productivity, we get that the function is then linear. If, on thea(7)
other hand, there are intrafirm spillovers, then the function will bea(7)
nonlinear, which is the case of interest. Workers may exert negative
spillovers on each other if there is some fixed factor necessary for run-
ning the firm and if they are competing for that fixed factor.9 In that
case, the function will have decreasing returns. Or they may exerta(7)
positive spillovers on each other because they cooperate in teams (as
in Kremer [1993]) or because of the role of ideas, a phenomenon we
shall study below. In that case, each worker’s productivity depends pos-
itively on other workers’ skills, and will exhibit increasing returns.a(7)
If, for example, each worker’s productivity is the product of his skill
and a spillover effect defined as an increasing function of the firm’s
average skill then total output is given by and exhibitsf(y), a(y) p syf(y)
increasing returns.

The production function exhibits increasing returns to skills if
This condition is different from the condition for increas-′a (y)y 1 a(y).

ing marginal returns to skills, which is given by In the appli-′′a (7) 1 0.
cation below, the first condition is always satisfied and the second may
not hold. For the time being I do not make any assumption about the

7 More generally, the assumption of a fixed number of employees within each firm could
be relaxed by specifying a production function that depends on both the number of
workers and their aggregate skill level. This is discussed below in Sec. V.

8 Such production functions are also considered by Sattinger (1980) and do not really
entail a loss of generality if skills are defined as a multidimensional vector. However, this
multidimensionality is associated with problems; see the discussion at the end of Sec. IIB.

9 For example, one may need a fixed level of capital k to operate the firm, and if output
is given by with f having constant returns to scale, then will havef(k, sy), a(y) p f(k, sy)
decreasing returns.
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returns to skills, just assume that is continuous and twicea(7)
differentiable.

An equilibrium is characterized by a wage schedule w(y), which tells
us how much a worker of skill y will be paid, and by an assignment of
workers to firms such that all workers are assigned and firms maximize
profits, and no potential entrant could make strictly positive profits. The
assignment can be represented by a mapping h, which tells us the skill
level of worker i in firm k. The definition below uses such a represen-
tation to precisely state the conditions for an equilibrium.

Definition 1. Let M be the set of mappings from [0, s] to I. Let m
be the Lebesgue measure on An equilibrium consists[0, s] # [0, 1/s].
of (i) a mapping h from to I, (worker as-[0, s] # [0, 1/s] (i, k) r yik

signment); and (ii) a mapping w from I to R, (the wage sched-y r w(y)
ule) such that (a) for all wheresk P [0, 1/s], a(y ) p w(y )di, y p∫k 0 ik k

is firm k’s average skill level; (b) for all :s ˆ( y di) /s n P M i r y ,∫0 ik i

; and (c) for alls s 21ˆ ˆa(( y di)/s) ≤ w(y )di S O I, m(S) p m(h (S)).∫ ∫0 i 0 i

The first property tells us that because of the free-entry condition,
existing firms make zero profits. The second condition says that poten-
tial entrants cannot make positive profits, otherwise they would indeed
enter. The third condition is the full-employment condition for any type
of worker, which says that the distribution of y implied by the assignment
of workers matches the actual one.

B. The Structure of Earnings

The next task is to characterize equilibrium and prove its existence. To
do so we shall proceed in several steps. The next proposition tells us
how to recover the wage schedule given the initial configuration of firms.

Proposition 1. The equilibrium wage schedule is such that (i)

′a(y ) a (y )(y 2 y )k k k
w(y) ≥ 1 ,

s s

for all for all ; (ii)y P I, k P [0, 1/s]

′a(y ) a (y )(y 2 y )k k k
w(y) p 1 , (1)

s s

if firm k employs some workers of type y;10 and (iii)

a(y )k
w(y ) p .k s

10 Formally, this means that where P2 is the projection operator from21k P P (h (y)),2

to[0, s] # [0, 1/s] [0, 1/s].
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Proof. To compute their desired optimal employment structure, firms
maximize

q(y)ydm∫I
max a 2 q(y)w(y)dm( ) Esq(7) I

subject to

q(y) ≥ 0 G y P I

and

q(y)dm p s. (2)E
I

That is, they elect how much of each type they want to hire, as defined
by a density q(y), subject to the constraint that their total size is s. A
type y is employed in that firm if and only if q(y) 1 0.

The first-order condition with respect to any q(y) is therefore

′ ( )a y yk

2 w(y) ≤ l , (3)ks

where lk is the Lagrange multiplier11 associated with (2), and equality
holds if Integrating both sides over all employees of firm k andq(y) 1 0.
making use of the zero profit condition, we see that

′a (y )y 2 a(y )k k k
l p .k s

Substituting into (3) completes the proof of parts i and ii. To prove
part iii, note that part i applied to implies Assumey py w(y ) ≥ a(y )/s.k k k

that part iii does not hold; then it implies that and thatw(y ) 1 a(y )/sk k

firm k does not employ any worker of type But then, any firmy py .k
that employs workers of type could strictly increase its profits byyk

replacing them by the same mix of workers as those employed in firm

11 One cannot readily apply the Kuhn-Tucker theorem because may not be concave.a(7)
However, consider a type y employed by firm k and a replacement of a small mass of that
type by another type For the firm to be at its optimum, such a change must not increase′y .
profits, which is equivalent to

′y y′ ′ ′a (y ) 2 w(y ) ≤ a (y ) 2 w(y).k ks s

If is also employed in positive quantity by the firm, then the converse must also hold,′y
implying that the quantity is the same for all workers employed by the′a (y )(y/s) 2 w(y)k

firm. Denoting that quantity by lk and calling it the Lagrange multiplier, we get back to
(3).
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k. This would not affect its average productivity and would yield an
average labor cost equal to

′a(y ) a (y )(y 2 y ) a(y )k k k k k
1 p ! w(y ).ks s s

Consequently, no firm would employ type workers, which contradictsyk

the equilibrium assumption. Thus part iii must hold. Q.E.D.
Corollary. The wage schedule w(y) is convex.
Proof. Proposition 1 implies that is the maximum of a set of linearw(7)

functions. Q.E.D.
The right-hand side of (1) is firm i’s willingness to pay for any type

y, that is, the marginal product of an individual of type y if he works in
firm k. It must be equal to its wage if the firm employs that type and
lower than its wage if it does not. Equation (1) implies that wages paid
by firm k can be decomposed as This quantity′w(y) p [a (y ) y/s] 2 l .k k

consists of two terms, reflecting the fact that this individual contributes
to the firm’s output but also occupies a job. The term is the′a (y ) y/sk

marginal contribution of his skill to firm k’s output. It is the only term
that would remain under constant returns to scale. The second term,

is the shadow price of a job in firm k, that is,′l p [a (y )y 2 a(y )]/s,k k k k

the price that anyone has to pay to be a member of that firm. It is
positive if there are increasing returns and negative if there are de-
creasing returns. It measures the average spillover exerted by individuals
on each other in firm k. That is, if worker i’s contribution is valued
when the average productivity of skill in the firm is used, it will be
measured as A unit fall in another individual’s skill level woulda(y )y /sy .k i k

then reduce worker i’s contribution by This′ 2[a (y )y 2 a(y )]y /(sy ) .k k k i k

quantity therefore measures the marginal spillover exerted by other
employees on worker i’s contribution. Its average value in firm k is clearly
equal to 12l /y .k k

One would also get equation (1) if the total size of the firm could
vary and output was given by It is then straightforward toa(y) p sb(y).
check that the right-hand side of (1) is the marginal product of a type
y worker in firm k. The first term, is the contribution ofa(y )/s p b(y),k

the associated increase in employment; the second term, ′a (y )(y 2k

represents the effect of that extra individual on′y )/s p b (y )(y 2 y ),k k k

firm k’s average worker quality. This term implies that individuals who
are better than the firm’s average are remunerated because their pres-
ence tends to increase that average, whereas those who have a skill lower
than the firm’s average are taxed.

12 The term lk also measures the effect of the presence of an individual in firm k on
the size of the cake to be divided between the remaining workers, if that individual gets
the marginal product of his skill.
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An important aspect of equation (1) is that under increasing returns,
there exist worker types such that the willingness to pay for those workers
by firm k is negative. This arises for y low enough relative to It meansy .k
that the worker’s contribution to output is not enough to compensate
for the negative spillover he exerts on his colleagues. As in the work by
Akerlof (1969, 1981), this arises because employing somebody uses a
scarce resource—here, a job slot in firm k. Contrary to Akerlof’s work,
however, this scarcity holds only at the firm’s level. Free entry of firms
will guarantee that all workers are employed.

The nonlinearity of the wage schedule implies that despite the fact
that an individual firm’s output depends only on its workers’ aggregate
skill, an individual’s wage is not equal to the product of his skill level
and a unique market price for skills. The reason is that firms are con-
strained in the number of people they can hire and can vary their
average skill level only by hiring a different mix of worker types. That
is, the labor market is a market for individuals, not for homogeneous
worker characteristics that could be employed independently of people.
A similar result may hold in the literature on the aggregation of worker
characteristics (Mandelbrot 1962; Rosen 1983; Heckman and Scheink-
man 1987), but for a slightly different reason; in these models, different
worker characteristics are bundled together in individuals, and the struc-
ture of labor supply may be such that some sectors entirely specialize
in hiring certain types of individuals, so that these sectors’ marginal
willingness to pay for a given characteristic will be disconnected from
that of other sectors that specialize in different worker types. As the
next subsection makes clear, such specialization is also present here,
and it accounts for the nonlinearity of the wage schedule.

C. Segregation and Workers’ Assignment

The next issue is, What does the equilibrium look like in terms of the
equilibrium distribution of firms’ average skill levels and in terms of
the assignment of workers to these firms? Proposition 2 characterizes
the equilibrium.

Proposition 2. Equilibrium can be characterized as follows: There
exists a partition of I into adjacent intervals indexed byI O I, a P A,a

such that the following conditions hold:

i. For any firm k there exists such that all workers of firma(k) P A
k come from Ia: for all there existsk P [0, 1/s], a, h([0, s], k) O

I .a

ii. The wage schedule w(y) is linear over Ia: for all for alla P A,
y P I , w(y) p q 1 d y.a a a
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iii. For any firm k recruiting in Ia, the wage schedule is tangent to the
average output schedule at :y pyk

′a (y )k
d p ;a(k) s

′a(y ) 2 a (y )yk k k
q p .a(k) s

iv. The wage schedule is convex.
v. The wage schedule for allw(y) ≥ a(y)/s y P I.

vi. The mean of y over Ia is a convex combination of the mean skill
level of the firms that recruit in Ia.

vii. Supply equals demand; that is, condition c in definition 1 holds.

Proof. We must prove that these conditions are necessary and sufficient
for equilibrium. Let us prove that they are sufficient first.

Over the interval in which a firm hires people, wages are linear. Ag-
gregating them using parts ii and iii implies that a firm’s average labor
cost is Thus existing firms make zero profit.a(y )/s.k

As the wage schedule is convex (part iv), an entrant with average skill
cannot do better than hiring workers who all have the same skillˆ ˆy y.

But then his profits are given by which by part v cannotˆ ˆa(y) 2 sw(y),
be positive. Thus properties a and b in definition 1 hold. Property c
holds because of part vii.

This proves sufficiency.
Let us now prove that these conditions are necessary. Part iv must

hold because of the corollary to proposition 1. Part vii must hold because
of definition 1. If part v were violated for some an entrant hiring sŷ,
workers of type would make strictly positive profits, violating conditionŷ
b in definition 1.

Next, consider two existing firms, k and l, with different means,
We shall prove that unless they offer the same wage schedule,y ! y .k l

the most skilled employee of firm k, of skill must be less skilled1y ≥ y ,k k

than the least skilled employee of firm l, of skill To see this,2y ≤ y .l l

note that proposition 1 implies

2 ′ 2 ′ 2sw(y ) p a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ) ≥ a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ) (4)l l l l l k k l k

and
1 ′ 1 ′ 1sw(y ) p a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ) ≥ a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ). (5)k k k k k l l k l

Taking the difference between the left-hand side of (4) and the right-
hand side of (5) and making use of these inequalities, we get
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′ ′ 2 1[a (y ) 2 a (y )] 7 (y 2 y ) ≥ 0.l k l k

Thus either or But we have, again from proposition2 1 ′ ′y ≥ y a (y ) ≤ a (y ).l k l k

1,
′sw(y ) p a(y ) ≥ a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ),l l k k l k

′sw(y ) p a(y ) ≥ a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y ).k k l l k l

These two inequalities imply that

a(y ) 2 a(y )l k′ ′a (y ) ≤ ≤ a (y ).k ly 2 yl k

Thus we can have only if2 1y ! yl k

a(y ) 2 a(y )l k′ ′a (y ) p p a (y ) p dk ly 2 yl k

exactly. In that case the two firms offer the same wage schedule and
can recruit within the same cluster (what is called a dual cluster). Fur-
thermore, all firms with a mean skill level between and will alsoy yk l

offer the same wage schedule. Let p index such a firm. Assume first that
Then by hiring workers of types and ina(y ) 1 a(y ) 1 d(y 2 y ). y yp k p k k l

proportions and respectively, the firm(y 2 y )/(y 2 y ) (y 2 y )/(y 2 y ),l p l k p k l k

gets a total labor cost equal to thus obtaining strictlya(y ) 1 d(y 2 y ),k p k

positive profits, which contradicts the equilibrium assumption. Next,
note that cannot hold since it contradicts′ ¯a(y ) ! a(y ) 1 a (y )(y 2 y )p k k p k

part i in proposition 1, since by part iii we have that a(y )/s p w(y ).p p

Thus we necessarily have

a(y ) p a(y ) 1 d(y 2 y ).p k p k

Finally, note that if there exists some y in the neighborhood′d ( a (y ),p

of such that The argument above can theny a(y) 1 a(y ) 1 d(y 2 y ).p k p k

be used to show that an entrant with an average skill level equal to y
would make strictly positive profits. Consequently, one must also have

This, along with proposition 1 and the preceding equality,′a (y ) p d.p

implies that firm p must offer the same wage schedule as firms k and l.
In summary, either two firms offer the same wage schedule, in which

case so do all firms in between, or they must obey the “sorting property”:
the most skilled person employed by firm k cannot be more skilled than
the least skilled person employed by firm l.

The preceding results imply that if we order firms by increasing values
of they can be grouped in clusters that hire within the same adjacenty ,k

intervals. To construct these intervals, group all firms into subsets of
“consecutive” firms offering the same wage schedule. For any such subset
a, define As the distribution of types has full sup-I p w h([0, s], k).a kPa
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Fig. 1.—a, A single cluster covering two humps. b, Two unitary zones recruiting from
adjacent intervals. c, Hypersegregated zone followed by a unitary one. d, Two unitary zones
separated by a hypersegregated zone. e, Dual cluster.

port, these sets cover the whole interval I. Furthermore, to match the
sorting property above, they must be intervals.

Within each Ia, the wage schedule is linear since all firms offer the
same one and tangent to each firm’s mean value of y by construction.
This proves parts i, ii, and iii. To prove part vi, note that, in equilibrium,
firms recruiting in Ia must hire the whole supply of workers in Ia. There-
fore, the average skill level in that interval can be computed by adding

over all firms k that recruit in Ia and dividing by s times the total massyk

of such firms. Consequently, part vi must hold. Q.E.D.
Proposition 2 is very useful to understand the structure of equilibria.

The typical structure is illustrated in figure 1, which shows us a map of
how the economy organizes itself into various zones with very different
properties. The average output schedule, which gives us as a func-a(y)/s
tion of the firm’s average skill level y and is represented by the dotted
curve, will in general have convex parts and concave parts. In the con-
cave zones, or “humps,” there are local decreasing returns to average
human capital, which create a force for agglomeration of different peo-



Fig. 1.—Continued
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ple within the same firm. In the convex zones, there are local increasing
returns, which create a force for segregation, that is, matching of people
with similar levels of human capital within the same firm.

As can be seen in figure 1, equilibrium is characterized by a map of
segregated clusters. The relevant intervals are determined by the points
at which the wage schedule w(y), represented by the plain curve, has a
kink. Because of convexity, wages are always more sensitive to skill when
one moves up the distribution of income. Both that property and the
segregation property are quite general and do not depend on the con-
vexity of throughout. If were concave, there would be a singlea(7) a(7)
cluster and a linear wage schedule, but typically it is enough for it to
be convex over some interval to generate segregation and increased
steepness of the wage schedule.

The following taxonomy emerges.
1. In many cases there will arise “unitary zones,” that is, intervals of

values of y in which all people are hired in a single type of firms, with
heterogeneous workers but a common average skill level. By single type
I mean that firms recruiting in a given interval all have the same mean
skill level, although they clearly can achieve that mean using different
workers, provided that they hire only from that cluster. These firms are
segregated in the sense that two firms with different mean skill levels
hire from different intervals, but within each interval there is complete
agglomeration in the same firm types. Each interval roughly corresponds
to a hump or a concave zone. Indeed, parts iii and v in proposition 2
imply that, for any firm that employs several types of workers, the average
output schedule is locally concave at that firm’s mean skill level.13 The
wage schedule paid by the firm is tangent to that hump at precisely the
mean of the distribution of human capital over the corresponding in-
terval. Since in equilibrium all workers in that interval must be hired
by firms of the same type, their common mean skill level must be equal
to the population mean of that cluster. The mass of firms of a given
type is then determined so as to ensure that all workers in the corre-
sponding interval are employed. In figure 1a, I have represented a
unitary zone covering two humps, and in figure 1b, I have two consec-
utive unitary zones corresponding to two consecutive humps. Therefore,
not all humps generate a separate cluster since workers in a hump may
be absorbed in firms corresponding to a bigger hump.14 The number
of different unitary zones is not necessarily equal to the number of

13 This property can also be directly proved using the second-order condition of the
firm’s optimization problem discussed in proposition 1.

14 This will occur if these workers are not too far away or too numerous, so their par-
ticipation in the cluster is compatible with the location of that interval’s mean skill level
in the zone of the other hump.
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humps; it all depends on the underlying distribution of workers. How-
ever, the number of unitary zones cannot exceed the number of humps.

2. There may be a “hypersegregated,” or “assortative,” zone in which
there is a continuum of firm types each hiring a single type of workers.
In this zone, where the output per capita schedule is necessarily convex,
the wage schedule exactly matches the output per capita schedule. As
illustrated in figures 1c and 1d, this typically happens when the wage
schedules of two consecutive humps cut the average output schedule
before cutting each other. In terms of proposition 2, in a hypersegre-
gated zone, each skill level defines a cluster, which is reduced to one
point. The density of workers with a skill level between y and y 1 dy,
dm(y), is employed by a density of firms hiring only type y workers.dm(y)/s

3. Finally, there may exist “dual clusters,” where two different types
of firm hire from the same pool of workers, offering the same wages.
This is illustrated in figure 1e. The interval of workers hired in a dual
cluster roughly covers the two humps corresponding to each firm type.
This corresponds to the case in which the interval Ia contains more than
one type of firm. In that case, the two firms may not be segregated:
some people employed in the high-productivity firm may be less skilled
than some people employed in the low-productivity firm. There are
many possible equilibrium distributions of workers between the two
firms; the only constraints are that everybody is employed and the mean
skill of each type of firm corresponds to the tangency point. While in
principle there may be more than two different types of firm in Ia,
generically this will never arise.

Now that we understand the structure of equilibria, let us proceed
and analyze its efficiency and existence.

D. Efficiency and Existence

One interesting question is, Is the equilibrium efficient? Intuitively, the
answer should be yes. There is no market failure, and the spillovers
exerted by people on each other are entirely internalized by firms, and
in fine, reflected in the wage structure. The next proposition proves that
this is indeed the case.

Proposition 3. An allocation is an equilibrium if and only if it max-
imizes total output.

Proof. First, let us take an allocation that maximizes total output and
prove that it may be supported by an equilibrium. Let us normalize s
to one to save on notation. Thus, in equilibrium, there is a continuum
of firms of total mass equal to one.

Let k, l be two types of firms in that allocation, with corresponding
mean skill levels Let mk (respectively ml) be the measure repre-y , y .k l

senting the distribution of people working in type k (l) firms.
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Consider the following reallocation of output: take a distribution of
people of total infinitesimal mass e and mean y out of type k firms and
allocate it to type l firms in such a way that all type k (l) firms keep
having the same common mean.

Then the new mass of type k firms is and their new meanm (I ) 2 ek

skill level is Similarly, the new mass of type l firmsy 1 [e/m (I )](y 2 y).k k k

is and their new mean skill level ism(I ) 1 e y 1 [e/m(I )](y 2 y ).l l l l

The contribution of these two types of firms to total output is therefore

e e
[m (I ) 2 e]a y 1 (y 2 y) 1 [m(I ) 1 e]a y 1 (y 2 y ) .k k k l l l( ) ( )m (I ) m(I )k l

This cannot exceed the original contribution, equal to m (I )a(y ) 1k k

Using a first-order Taylor expansion, we see that for e smallm(I )a(y ).l l

enough this is equivalent to

′ ′a(y ) 1 (y 2 y )a (y ) ≤ a(y ) 1 (y 2 y )a (y ). (6)l l l k k k

This must hold for any pair (k, l) and any y employed by some type k
firm.

Another option is to create a mass e of firms with average skill level
exactly equal to y. The contribution of total output to these firms and
type k firms must then be equal to

e
[m (I ) 2 e]a y 1 (y 2 y) 1 ea(y).k k k( )m (I )k

This cannot exceed the original contribution of type k firms, that is,
Taking again a first-order Taylor expansion, we see that thism (I )a(y ).k k

is equivalent to

′a(y) ≤ a(y ) 1 (y 2 y )a (y ). (7)k k k

It is then not difficult to see that when we take w(y) p max a(y ) 1k k

this allocation supports an equilibrium. Equation (6) and′(y 2 y )a (y ),k k

the definition of w(y) guarantee that parts i–iv hold in proposition 2,
and part v holds because of (7) and parts vi–vii hold by construction.

Conversely, consider an equilibrium. Let w(y) be the wage schedule
associated with this equilibrium. Because of free entry, total output Y
must be equal to total wages. Consider any other allocation. Let beỹk

the mean skill level of firm k in that allocation, Let dmk bek P [0, 1].
the distribution of workers hired by firm k. Then free entry implies

Aggregating over firms yields˜a(y ) ≤ w(y)dm .∫k k

1

˜a(y )dk ≤ w(y)dm dk p w(y)dm p Y.E k E E k E
0
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Thus total output cannot exceed the equilibrium one. Q.E.D.
Since total output is bounded, there will always exist an allocation

that maximizes it. Therefore, there always exists an equilibrium, and it
is typically “unique.”15

In particular, there may well be increasing returns to skills over some
range, and this does not prevent an equilibrium from existing. Why?
The main difference between that model and a standard production
function with increasing returns to scale is that it is impossible for a firm
to take advantage of increasing returns by simply replicating itself. The
size of a firm is fixed by assumption, so we have increasing returns to
worker quality but not to scale. This has important consequences for
equilibrium. Under economies of scale, replication always leads to an
increase in profits because revenues increase more than proportionally
to size, whereas costs increase only proportionally. Hence an equilibrium
with zero profits cannot exist since a deviator, by increasing its size,
always gets positive profits. Here, to increase worker quality, we need to
hire a different mix of people, which bids up the wages of the most
skilled, thus defeating, in equilibrium, the firm’s attempt to increase its
profits. In other words, while in the standard case increasing returns
make equilibrium incompatible with perfect competition, this is not the
case here.

E. Examples and Counterexamples

The framework above applies to a variety of setups, including the one
we shall see in the next section. One example is Kremer’s (1993) O-
ring production function, where a firm’s output is given by n e/nP h ,ip1 i

where each firm has n members and hi is the human capital of individual
i, defined as the probability that the corresponding task is performed
properly. This can be rewritten as where an individual i’s “skillexp (ey),
level” is defined as and is the firm’s average skill level. Hencey p ln h , yi i

it corresponds to the case in which is exponential. The averagea(7)
output schedule is then clearly convex throughout the whole interval
of values of y, meaning that the equilibrium is always hypersegregated
(fig. 2). Firms employ workers of only one type, and there is a continuum
of firms indexed by the worker type that they hire, with a density of
firms proportional to the density of workers. The wage of any worker
type is simply equal to average output in the firms that employ this type
of workers.

By contrast, the model above cannot be applied when one cannot
write output as a function of a single aggregate of the firm’s employees’

15 In the sense that the clusters and the distribution of firms’ average skill levels are
uniquely determined.
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Fig. 2.—Convex case (O-ring)

skill levels. This will be the case whenever there exist asymmetries across
workers within the firm, for example, if they perform different tasks.
This is the case in the important class of hierarchical models in which
the typical prediction is that the most talented workers will be assigned
to supervisory tasks, with the span of control increasing with talent (see
Calvo and Wellisz 1979; Rosen 1982). In this case, total output will
depend not only on the average skill level within the firm but also on
some higher moments. Consider the case, for example, in which a frac-
tion v of the firm’s employees are assigned to supervisory tasks, the
remaining workers being assigned to production tasks. Assume that out-
put is proportional to where is the average skill level of supervisorsy y , ys p s

and the average skill level of production workers. Then, if and1y v !p 2
if the firm hires from a uniform distribution over one[y 2 j, y 1 j],k k

can show that if the best workers are allocated to supervisory tasks,
output can be written as Thus it is now a2y 1 j(1 2 2v)y 2 j v(1 2 v).k

function of both average skill and its standard deviation, a(y, j).
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III. Application: Ideas, Networks, and Information Technologies

Let us now apply the framework above to the issue that was mentioned
in the Introduction, namely, the effect of advances in information tech-
nology on the distribution of income. We shall first derive the properties
satisfied by the function corresponding to that specific applicationa(7)
and then, in the next section, study how the distribution of income
changes when the parameter that characterizes the efficiency of infor-
mation technology shifts; we shall also do another comparative statics
exercise, looking at the impact of the supply of skills.

A. Basic Setup

As above, the economy is populated by a continuum of agents, whose
skill is given by a number The distribution of y is stilly P I p [y , y ].0 1

given by measure m and the total mass of workers still normalized to
one. An agent with skill y has a physical productivity equal to y and at
the same time an ability to have ideas h (referred to as “creativity”).
Assume that Therefore, productivity and creativity are per-h p cy 1 b.
fectly correlated.

As above, each firm hires a mass s of workers. Firms are two things.
First, they are firms; that is, they hire people and sell output, maximizing
profits. Second, they are networks; that is, they are the space over which
informational spillovers take place. An idea can be applied at no cost
to all the workers of the firm. Firms and networks coincide, so that
spillovers are internal to the firm. As already mentioned, this coinci-
dence is what we would expect to arise in equilibrium following a Coas-
ian argument (Coase 1995). It might be interesting, however, to allow
for the frontiers of firms to differ from those of networks.

Hence, the size of the firm s is also the range over which ideas can
be spread at no cost. Improvements in information technology can
therefore be represented by an increase in s: the larger the network,
the larger the number of workers who can benefit from a given idea.

The timing of events is as follows:

1. Firms freely enter the market.
2. The labor market operates and hiring takes place. Firms maximize

their expected profit. This yields an equilibrium wage schedule w(y).
Note that wages are set prior to production.

3. A finite number N of randomly drawn workers have an idea. Each
firm makes use of its workers’ ideas to improve production. Pro-
duction takes place and wages are paid. Assume that N is large, so
that each firm considers that among its employees there will be
exactly workers who will have an idea.n p sN
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I now describe the idea process and the production process. Each
idea is represented by a random variable It is drawn from az P [0, 1].
cumulated distribution function Q(z, h), where h is the creativity of the
worker who has the idea. More creative people have better ideas. To
represent that, we assume that as h increases, the distribution of z
changes in such a way that the new distribution dominates the old one
in the first-order stochastic dominance sense. That is, assume Q /h !

0.
A very convenient specification is It guarantees thathQ(z, h) p F(z) .

an increase in h shifts Q downward while preserving the boundary con-
ditions and Furthermore, it has very conve-Q(1, h) p 1 Q(0, h) p 0.
nient analytical properties.

Then, if an idea z is applied to a given network, total output in that
network is given by

s

u(z) y di p u(z)sy ,E ik k
0

where u is an increasing function of z; as above, yik denotes the skill
level of worker i in firm k; and is the average productivity of networkyk

k’s workers. Thus the production function is linear in individual pro-
ductivity, and any employee’s idea can be applied by all workers in the
network, so that it acts as a multiplicative shift to the production func-
tion. Below I shall correctly refer to u(z) as the firm’s total factor
productivity.

Assume that ideas are not cumulative; that is, any network will apply
the best idea among its employees. An idea is useless even if it is only
marginally worse than another one that can be applied over the same
network; productivities add up so that if a worker’s productivity is mar-
ginally lower than another’s, so are their marginal products.

The number of ideas in a network is n. The cumulative probability
distribution of the best idea is then, conditional on the set of workers
who have ideas,

n

F (z, {h }) p PQ(z, h ). (8)N i i
ip1

Using our specification, we can see that this is equal to WhenO hi iF(z) .
the law of large numbers is applied, this is approximately equal to

where is the firm’s average creativity.16 Therefore, the distri-¯nhk ¯F(z) , hk

bution of the best idea depends only on the firm’s average creativity,

16 This is clearly an approximation since the realization of will in general differO hi i

from ¯nh .k
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irrespective of how it is distributed across workers. This makes it possible
to apply the previous section’s results.

B. The Output Schedule

To do so, all we have to do is to compute how a firm’s expected output
depends on its workers’ average quality. We get

zp1

nhkEu(z)sy p u(z)d(F(z) ) syk E k[ ]
zp0

1

′ nhkp u(1) 2 u (z)F(z) dz sy ,E k[ ]
0

where we have integrated by parts. It can be shown that the right-hand
side is concave in : the marginal return to creativity is decreasing,h̄k

reflecting the assumption that ideas are bounded. An infinitely creative
person is simply sure to have the best idea, but that best idea boosts
output by only a finite amount.

The following proposition then characterizes how expected output
depends on average skill.

Proposition 4. A network k’s expected output can be written as

E (Y ) p f(sh )sy , (9)k k k

where is increasing and concave.f(7)
Proof. We have

′ nhkf(sh ) p u(z) 2 u (z)F(z) dz.k E
As this is a function of Taking derivatives, we getn p sN, sh .k

′ ′ nhkf p 2N u (z)F(z) ln F(z)dz 1 0 (10)E
and

′′ 2 ′ nh 2kf p 2N u (z)F(z) [ln F(z)] dz ! 0. (11)E
Q.E.D.

Because h is a linear function of y, expected output is a function of
the firm’s average skill only. That is,

E (Y ) p f(s(cy 1 b))sy p a(y ).k k k k
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This equation defines total output as a function of average worker
quality so that the previous section’s analysis applies. If creativity and
productivity are positively correlated ( ), then this function exhibitsc 1 0
increasing returns to worker quality: although marginal′ya (y) 1 a(y),
returns can be either decreasing or increasing. An increase in produc-
tivity by a factor l increases output by more than l, because these people
will also have better ideas. In the less intuitive case in which therec ! 0,
are decreasing returns.

Note that would be concave if people differed in their creativitya(7)
h but not in their productivity y. That is, skill is now redefined as creativity
only, and total output is now equal to where f is concave,a(h) p f(h),
as we have seen. This concavity reflects the fact that our production
process is in some sense the opposite of the O-ring one. In the O-ring
case, output is determined by the worst performance, which leads to a
convex dependence in average worker quality.17 Here it is determined
by the best idea, which leads to a concave dependence of total factor
productivity on average worker quality. Therefore, if y is the same for
all workers, according to proposition 2, there will be a single type of
network in equilibrium, and this type’s average skill level will be equal
to the population average, as in figure 3. Thus, despite the fact that it
is only the best idea that is being applied, the positive spillovers asso-
ciated with the spreading of ideas, to the extent that ideas are bounded,
lead to the integration of heterogeneous people into the same networks.

Things are more complicated, however, in the more interesting case
in which creativity is correlated with productivity. In such a case, the
total output function is given by and may be eithera(y) p f(s(cy 1 b))sy
concave or convex. In principle, thus, many configurations may arise,
including dual clusters. However, a plausible configuration is an S-shape
form for a(y), that is, convexity for low values of y and concavity for
high values of y. This would be the case, for example, if there were only
two possible ideas, a good one, z1, and a bad one, z0. Let P be the
probability of having a bad idea. Then expected output, as a function
of average productivity y, would be equal to

s(cy1b)/Na(y) p sy{u(z ) 2 P [u(z ) 2 u(z )]}. (12)1 1 0

It is straightforward to check that this is first convex and then concave
as y rises. More generally, average output can be written as an integral,
over various ideas, of expressions such as (12). So it is plausible that it

17 To get back to the O-ring case, just change the sign of in eqq. (10) and (11):′u (z)
if u is decreasing in z, it is the worst idea that we are picking up, not the best one. In
that case it is clear that f is convex rather than concave—implying that convexity is a
property inherent in the worst performer’s dominance and does not depend on the
specific functional form chosen by Kremer. This property and the reverse one discussed
in the text are clearly related to the convexity properties of rank-order statistics.
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Fig. 3.—Concave case (same productivities)

will have the same S-shape. This pattern reflects the fact that at low
levels of worker quality, the best idea is very sensitive to the average skill
of the workers employed by the firm. By contrast, at high levels of worker
quality, one is almost certain to get the best idea, so that expected output
increases almost linearly with average worker quality. In between, there
is a zone in which the elasticity of average output to skills falls as one
quickly reaches the zone in which the idea potential is almost exhausted.

As illustrated in figure 4, in equilibrium the labor market typically
segregates itself into a hypersegregated zone of low-skill workers and a
unitary network type of high-skill workers.18 Hence, people at the bottom
of the income distribution work in homogeneous firms employing sim-
ilarly skilled workers, and those at the top work in diversified networks
in which there is, in some sense, a complementarity between the most

18 If the line tangent to the average output schedule at the population average of y
intersects the vertical axis above the average output schedule, then there is a single cluster
that also covers the zone in which the average output schedule is convex.
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Fig. 4.—S-shaped case

able workers, whose value is in the ideas they have, and the least able
ones, whose value is mostly in their contribution to output.

As the nonlinearity in production comes entirely from the existence
of ideas, it is interesting to reinterpret the wage equation in the following
way. Since we can apply proposition 1 to computea(y) p f(s(ay 1 b))sy,
wages in firm k, getting

′w(y) p f(sh )y 1 f (sh )sy (h 2 h ). (13)k k k k

The interpretation I gave of equation (1) still holds. But there is
another, interesting, interpretation that can be given to (13). The first
term, is the worker’s return to his productivity, which is simplyf(sh )y,k

equal to his physical product in his firm, with his intellectual contri-
butions ignored. The second term, is a “bonus” paid′f (sh )sy (h 2 h ),k k k

for creativity. Because of the zero profit condition, this bonus has to
average to zero, and we can see that it is proportional to the deviation
between this individual’s creativity and average creativity in the firm.
Thus people earn more (less) than their physical marginal product,
depending on whether they are more (less) creative than their firm’s
average. This way, low-creativity people are penalized for the fact that
they occupy a job that might be held instead by somebody equally pro-
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ductive but with better ideas. Hence, the wage structure rewards absolute
productivity but relative creativity; the basis of comparison is average
creativity in the same network.

IV. The Impact of Technical Change on Segregation and Income
Distribution

In this section I shall discuss how technical change—broadly de-
fined—affects the distribution of income in the model. Assume that

is such that the average output schedule has the S-shape studiedf(7) a(7)
in Section III, so that worker assignment is summarized by figure 4.
More specifically, assume that has the convenient exponential formf(7)

2axf(x) p A(1 2 be ). (14)

This specification is exact in the special case in which there are only
two possible ideas. It yields the desired S-shape for a(7).

A. An Improvement in the Quality of the Workforce

Let us start with the simplest experiment, namely, a change in the un-
derlying distribution of skills. The average output schedule is indepen-
dent of that distribution and therefore does not shift. Equilibrium
changes, however, because the initial distribution of network types no
longer matches the distribution of agents. Figure 5 illustrates what hap-
pens when skills improve. The mean skill level of the initial unitary
network increases beyond its original value. To restore equilibrium, uni-
tary networks must have a greater average skill level, which, given the
local concavity of the average output schedule, implies that they hire a
more diversified set of people. Thus the networks that hire the top of
the distribution of income broaden the range of skills they are hiring
from. As ideas are “cheaper,” they are more willing to hire low-quality
people. The least skilled, however, remain in hypersegregated networks
and gain nothing from the change, since they do not cooperate with
skilled workers in production. Next, there exists a range of people who
were previously confined to hypersegregated networks and can now join
a unitary network. They enjoy a large wage gain. So do people previously
employed in the unitary network but relatively unskilled. Finally, the
most skilled experience a wage drop as the value of creativity is reduced.
Overall, society is less segregated and more equal, but there remains a
mass of poor workers who do not benefit from the change because
segregation prevents them from benefiting from the greater flow of
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Fig. 5.—Increase in the quality of the workforce

good ideas. Indeed, the gap between that group of people and the
average income of the rest of the population has increased.19

B. An Increase in Network Size s

An increase in network size s means that the range of spillovers is greater.
Formally, it is somewhat similar to an improvement in the quality of the
workforce since in both cases a network recruiting any given set of
workers will have better ideas. However, the analysis is slightly more
complex here, as the average output schedule shifts.

We can interpret such an increase in s as an improvement in infor-
mation technology. It captures the fact that such improvements increase

19 The model could be extended to take into account the impact of international trade
on inequality. The previous empirical literature has dismissed it as an explanation for the
rise in inequality because relative prices have not moved in the direction predicted by
that hypothesis (see, e.g., Lawrence and Slaughter 1993). One may speculate that if ideas
as well as goods are allowed to cross frontiers, the establishment of transnational networks
could generate a positive effect of international trade on inequality in the country endowed
with high skills, even though goods prices would not change. The exercise would be similar
to the reverse of what has just been discussed. See Saint-Paul (1999) for an informal
discussion.
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the span over which ideas (more generally, intangible objects) can be
spread. On the other hand, this clearly misses some other aspects of
information technology (such as improvement in computational ability
or transfer of tasks to computers). Hence, the model allows us to insulate
one particular effect, but some caution is needed in interpreting the
results.

The following proposition tells us that the response of inequality to
network size is typically hump-shaped.20

Proposition 5. Assume Let INEQ be any inequality measure,y 1 0.0

expressed as

w(y)
21INEQ p 1 2 w w dm ,E( )( )ā

where is a concave, increasing function and is average output per¯w(7) a
worker (also equal to the average wage). Then there exist s0 and s1 such
that (i)

INEQ
s ≤ s ⇒ 1 00

s

and (ii)

INEQ
s ≥ s ⇒ ! 0.1

s

Therefore, inequality rises with s for s small enough but falls for s large
enough.

Proof. See the Appendix.
Therefore, an increase in s does not necessarily increase inequality.

This is so only below a certain level of technology. This nonmonotonicity
is the result of conflicting effects. On the one hand, the most creative
workers can spread their ideas over a larger network of economic activity
when s increases. This tends to increase their wages relative to others.
On the other hand, when networks get larger, the ideas of a given,
highly creative worker are less valuable because it is more likely that
somebody else in the network would have had an idea almost as good.
That is, past some large network sizes, superstars end up competing
against each other, which eventually pushes down their wages relative
to others. The inegalitarian effects of network size are further mitigated
by the fact that in a unitary network, the productivity of the least skilled
is enhanced by the application of the most talented workers’ ideas.

For s small, all or most of the economy is hypersegregated, and an

20 That is, I show that an increase in s increases inequality at low values of s and reduces
it at high values of s. However, several modes may exist in the middle.
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increase in s raises output by much more in high-skill firms than in low-
skill ones. That is, the scale effects of network size dominate, whereas
the other effects are weak; most workers do not benefit from spillovers
from more skilled workers, and skilled workers are not exposed to com-
petition from slightly less creative workers within the same network.
Consequently, inequality increases with s. At higher values of s, however,
most people work in unitary networks, where the least skilled benefit
from the ideas of the most skilled and the most creative types compete
against each other. The inequality-reducing effects of network size then
dominate.

Proposition 5 characterizes what happens to aggregate measures of
inequality. What happens to inequality within the unitary network? As
it is a network with high-skill workers, proposition 5 may not imply that
inequality increases within that network. More precisely, the fact that a
unitary network may arise only at a mean firm skill level such that a(y)
is locally concave puts restrictions on the effect of s. In fact, one can
show that if there exists a zone in which the slope of the wageb ! 0,
schedule offered by the unitary network may increase. In this case, the
model predicts that intrafirm inequality (as measured by that slope)
may increase over some range. By contrast, if this cannot happen.21b 1 0,
The unitary network is then always in the zone in which it has enough
ideas so that an increase in network size lowers the return to skills.

Figure 6 summarizes these results. On the horizontal axis there is the
average skill level of a firm y. On the vertical axis there is network size
s. The first frontier, HH, is the frontier between hypersegregated and
unitary firms.22 The second one, II, is the frontier between the zone in
which local inequality, as measured by increases with s and the′w (y),
zone in which it is reduced.23 If II is above HH, so that inequalityb ! 0,
may increase within a unitary network as s rises. If II is below HH,b 1 0,
so this cannot happen.

Another interesting question is whether an increase in network size
could actually make some people poorer. Here, this can happen only
at the top of the distribution of income, not at the bottom. Thus, despite
the possible increase in the steepness of the wage schedule offered by

21 Let us prove this claim. The unitary network has a such that is locally concavey a(7)k

or, equivalently, which may be rewritten as Computing the′ ′′2f 1 csy f ! 0, y 1 2/acs.k k

expression at we simply get 2b. So, if(2cy 1 b) 2 a(cy 1 b)csy y p 2/acs, b 1 0,k k k k

over the whole range of values of where the unitary network may arise;′w (y; s)/s ! 0 y ,k

if for some distributions m, one may see a unitary network with a value of suchb ! 0, yk

that ′w (y; s)/s 1 0.
22 It is defined by Note 21 implies that above that locus, the average outputs p 2/acy.

schedule is locally concave at y, a necessary condition for a firm with average skill y to
define a unitary zone. Conversely, if that condition holds, we can always pick up a distri-
bution m such that the unitary zone has a mean precisely equal to y.

23 This frontier is defined by s p (2cy 1 b)/[a(cy 1 b)cy].
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Fig. 6.—Effect of an increase in s on the slope of the wage schedule in the unitary zone
(b ! 0).

the unitary network, technical progress in the form of increased network
size cannot impoverish the poorest. This is summarized in the following
“anti-Marxist” result.

Proposition 6. No impoverishment.—Remember that y0 is the lowest
value of y. Then w(y )/s 1 0.0

Proof. If y is in a hypersegregated zone, wages in a firm employing
type y workers are just equal to output per capita, which obviously in-
creases with s since these people, when more numerous, will share better
ideas. If y0 is included in the unitary network, then this network must
cover the whole interval of skill levels. Then its mean skill level is equal
to the population one, which is unaffected by an increase in s. Next,y,
we can compute

w(y) ′ ′ ′′p yh f (sh ) 1 f (sh )y (h 2 h ) 1 f (sh )sy h (h 2 h ).k k k k k k k k k
s

Because the average output schedule must be concave at we musty py ,k
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have
′ ′′2f (sh ) 1 say f (sh ) ≤ 0,k k k

implying, as long as h ! h ,k

w(y) ′≥ [hy 1 h (y 2 y)]f 1 0.k k k
s

Q.E.D.
If one is willing to interpret an increase in s as an improvement in

information technology, the results above are at variance with some
popular pessimism, which holds that it is inegalitarian and harmful to
the poorest. Our results suggest that there are inequality-reducing effects
as well and that these effects are likely to prevail eventually. They high-
light the difference between a “normal” labor market, where people
cooperate to create wealth, and a market such as the one for “superstars,”
where they crowd each other out in competition for a fixed prize.

V. Extensions

In this section I briefly discuss how relaxing some of the assumptions
of the models may affect the results. The first two extensions are con-
cerned with the specific ideas/networks application, and the last ones
deal with the more general framework.

A. More than One Good

The interpretation of the results in terms of income distribution may
be slightly more complex if there is more than one good in the economy.
Above we considered that people produced a single homogeneous good.
We were therefore looking at changes in the distribution of wages ex-
pressed in terms of that good (call it good A) rather than in terms of
welfare. If there are other goods and if these goods are less intensive
in information technology, then an improvement in information tech-
nology will lower the relative price of good A.24 It is now possible for
those workers who gain little when their wage is expressed in terms of
good A to actually lose in welfare terms. Consider, for example, an
improvement in the economy’s average skill level. I have shown that if
the least skilled workers were in a hypersegregated zone, their wages—in
terms of good A—did not change. If the relative price of good A falls,
then their real wage will actually fall, and reallocation of these workers
to other sectors may only partially mitigate that. The same thing may

24 See Cohen and Saint-Paul (1994) for an analysis of the implications of asymmetrical
technical change on wages and employment dynamics.
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happen in the case of an increase in s if the rise in the poorest’s wage
in terms of good A is small relative to the fall in the price of that good.

B. Unbounded Ideas

The results established in Section IV depend on the assumption that
output is S-shaped in average skill, which came from the concavity of

This occurred because ideas were bounded. However, if ideas aref(7).
unbounded, the output schedule may be convex throughout.25 The zone
in which inequality falls with network size may then disappear.

C. Endogenous Firm Size

My results clearly depend on the assumption of a fixed firm size; how-
ever, the framework can be extended to a variable size. Going back to
the general model, assume that total output is a function of both the
number of workers and their average skill. Let us denote such a function
by Then one has to add to the analysis the determination ofa(y, s).
optimal firm size. One can check by extending the proof of proposition
1 that the corresponding first-order condition is

a a(y , s) 1 ak
(y , s) p 2 y (y , s). (15)k k

s s s y

This equation determines the firm’s optimal size as a function of its
average level of human capital. Note that the rest of the analysis is
unchanged; in particular, the wage schedule offered by a firm still obeys
(1), so that the basic results are still likely to hold, if one allows for
variations in firm size.

The right-hand side of (15) is nothing but 2lk, the opposite of the
shadow price of bodies. Hence, if size is determined optimally, the
shadow price of bodies will be equal to the marginal cost of increasing
the size of the firm, 262a(y , s)/s.k

Equation (15) implies that firms that have the same type, that is, the
same average skill level, will also have the same size, but that size will
in general differ across firms. It sounds reasonable to think that firms
with a greater average skill level will be larger; this is what happens in

25 One may formalize unbounded ideas by assuming that the function has a verticalu(7)
asymptote at In that case, integration by parts is no longer possible, implying thatz p 1.
one cannot prove that is concave.f(7)

26 Under increasing returns to worker quality, the firm will end up in a zone in which
meaning that an increase in the number of employees will reduce net output.a/s ! 0,

For this to occur, there must exist a cost of increasing the size of the firm, say a setup or
investment cost, which ends up increasing more than the direct contribution of the extra
employees to output.
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Kremer (1993) and is in accordance with the often-found result that
more talented people have a greater span of control (as in Rosen
[1982]). However, it all depends on cross derivatives and on whether
positive spillovers are stronger in firms with more talented people. If
this is true, then the right-hand side of (15) will become more negative
as gets larger, implying that these firms will have a bigger marginalyk

cost of size and therefore will typically27 be larger.
In the case of the idea/networks model, size can be made variable

by deducting a convex setup cost from average output, so that we would
have

2gs
a(y, s) { f(s(cy 1 b))sy 2 .

2

One can then easily check that the first-order condition determining
optimal firm size is equivalent to

gs
2 ′p f(s(cy 1 b))y 1 2scy f (s(cy 1 b)).

2

It is very likely that this defines a positive relationship between s and
but if is negative enough, this may not happen.′′y, f

D. Endogenous Firm Capital

The model can also be extended by introducing endogenous firm cap-
ital. To the extent that capital and skills are complementary, in equilib-
rium the high-skill firm will work with more capital. This makes it more
likely that the average output schedule is convex, thus reinforcing the
scope for segregation and typically increasing inequality. Assume, for
example, that total firm output is where is increasing andm(k)a(y), m(7)
concave and k is the firm’s capital. Let r be the cost of capital. Then a
firm with average skill will set k such that This defines′y m (k)a(y) p r.
k as an increasing function of Firms with a higher will theny, k(y). y
have a higher capital/labor ratio. This tends to increase the returns to
skill. That is, the slope of the average output (net of capital costs)
schedule is

′d{[m(k)a(y) 2 rk]/s} m(k)a (y)
p .

dy s

Its second derivative is

27 By “typically” I actually mean provided that the cross derivative is not too2 a/y sk

negative.
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′′ ′ ′m(k)a (y) 1 m (k)a (y)(dk/dy)

,
s

which is greater than if capital were the same across firms. Formally,
the analysis is the same as in Section II, with the output function replaced
by its reduced form net of capital costs: m(k(y))a(y) 2 rk(y).

VI. Conclusion

The framework developed here is flexible and general enough to be
applicable to the analysis of people’s assignment and segregation in a
variety of settings. Potential examples include schools, neighborhoods
and ghettoes, and social networks.

On the other hand, as any model, it has some limitations. In particular,
as we have seen, in order to capture the hierarchical aspects of the
firm’s organization, one would need a more flexible specification of
spillovers that would make use of higher moments of the intrafirm
distribution of skills.

The application to information technology has yielded a variety of
insights; let me insist on two of them, which I believe are most relevant.
First, increases in network size have both positive and negative effects
on inequality. Under reasonable assumptions, one finds that inequality
typically rises and then falls as network size increases. This is somewhat
consistent with the observation that after years of an upward trend,
inequality seems to be falling again in the 1990s. Second, in many cases
the bottom of the distribution of income was locked into a “hyperseg-
regated” zone; that is, they were not interacting with high-skill workers
in production. This prevented them from benefiting from an increase
in the supply of skilled workers, and they were likely to benefit less than
other workers from an improvement in information technology. Their
real wage could even fall if one considered a multigood world.

Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 5

The derivative of the measure of inequality with respect to s has the same sign
as

¯w(y)  a(s)′ ¯2 w w(y; s)a(s) 2 w(y; s) dm, (A1)E ( ) [ ]ā s s

where the dependence in s has been made explicit for the sake of clarity. The
term in brackets defines a function which, since satisfies¯H(y; s), a p w(y)dm,∫

H(y)dm p 0. (A2)E
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The average output schedule is defined by (9), and f is defined by (14). One
can readily see that the second derivative of the average output schedule has
the same sign as Therefore, it is convex if concave if2 2 ascy. s ! 2/acy , s 11

and S-shaped in the middle. As s increases, the interval in which it is2/acy ,0

concave gradually increases from an empty set to the whole interval.[y , y ]0 1

If the whole economy is hypersegregated. Equation (13) then im-s ! 2/acy ,1

plies that wages are given by

2as(cy1b)w(y; s) p Ay[1 2 be ],

implying


2as(cy1b)w(y; s) p Aaby(cy 1 b)e .

s

Consequently, H(y) has the same sign as


2as(cy1b) 2as(cy1b)¯ ¯a(s)ba(cy 1 b)e 2 a(s)[1 2 be ].[ ]s

Inspection of this formula reveals that, as both and are bounded¯ ¯a(s) a(s)/s
away from zero and infinity as s goes to zero, for s small enough, say smaller
than some it is increasing with y over (the cy term dominates). Con-s̃, [y , y ]0 1

sequently, since (A2) must hold, H(y; s) is first negative and then positive when
y increases. Since is falling with y, this in turn implies that the ex-′w (w(y)/a)
pression in (A1) is positive. This proves claim i in proposition 5: for s smaller
than inequality increases with s.˜min (s, 2/acy ),1

If the average output schedule is concave throughout, and theres 1 2/acy ,0

is a single type of firm, which hires workers whose average skill is equal to y,
the economywide average skill level. To show that inequality falls with s, I simply
show that the slope of the wage schedule falls with s for s large enough. Given
that unambiguously increases with s, these two facts imply that in that zone,ā(s)
INEQ unambiguously falls with s.

Equations (13) and (14) imply that in that zone, wages are given by

2as(cy1b) 2as(cy1b)w(y) p A[1 2 be ]y 1 Aasyc(y 2 y)be .

The slope of the wage schedule therefore is

′ 2as(cy1b) 2as(cy1b)w (y) p A[1 2 be ] 1 Aasycbe .

When s increases, this slope increases by an amount equal to

 ′ 2as(cy1b) 2 2as(cy1b)w (y) p Aba(2cy 1 b)e 2 Aa scyb(cy 1 b)e .
s

This expression is negative for s larger than Conse-ŝ p (2cy 1 b)/acy(cy 1 b).
quently, INEQ falls with s for Q.E.D.ˆs ≥ max (2/acy , s).0

If there is always a convex portion in the average output schedule.y p 0,0

The last part of the proof is no longer valid, strictly speaking. However, if m has
no mass in the neighborhood of then the proof above can be extended,y p 0,
since for s large enough the convex zone accounts for an arbitrarily small part
of the inequality measure. A similar line of reasoning can extend the proof to
the case in which y1 is infinite.
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